Chapter 7:
Energy in the South Central US
Everything we do depends upon energy—without it there would be no civilization,
no sunlight, no food and no life. Energy moves people and goods, produces
electricity, heats our homes and businesses, and is used in manufacturing and
other industrial processes. But what is energy? Energy is the power derived
from the utilization of physical or chemical resources. In this chapter, we are
especially interested in the energy used to provide light and heat, or to power
machines.
For most of human history, the way we captured and used energy changed
little. With very few exceptions*, materials were moved by human or animal
power, and heat was produced largely through the burning of wood. Nearly
all the energy to power human society was, in other words, biomass. But the
transition from brute force and wood burning to the various industrial sources
of energy—and the accompanying adoption of energy-intensive lifestyles—has
occurred remarkably quickly, in the course of just the last several generations.
This has caused changes in virtually every aspect of human life, from economics
to war to architecture. Much of the rural US was without access to electricity
until the 1930s, and cars have been around only slightly longer. Our energy
system (how we get energy
and what we use it for) has
*Exceptions include the use
changed and is changing
of sails on boats by a very
remarkably quickly, though
small percentage of the world’s
some aspects of the energy
population to move people and
system are also remarkably
goods, and the Chinese use of
resistant to change.
The use of wind to generate
electricity, for example, grew
very quickly in the late 2000s
and early 2010s. In 2002,
wind produced less than
11 million megawatt hours
(MWh) of electricity in the
US. In 2011, it produced more
than 120 million MWh—more
than 1000% growth in ten
years! That aspect of change
stands in contrast to our longlasting reliance on fossil
fuels, such as coal, oil, and
natural gas. Our reliance
on fossil fuels is driven by a
number of factors: the low

natural gas to boil brine in the
production of salt beginning
roughly 2000 years ago.

Electricity is a good example of
an energy carrier: a source of
energy that has been subject to
human-induced energy transfers
or transformations.
Wind power, on the other hand, is
a primary energy source: a source
of energy found in nature that has
not been subject to any human
manipulation.

power • the rate at which
energy is transferred, usually
measured in watts or, less
frequently, horsepower.

heat • the transfer of energy
from one body to another
as a result of a difference in
temperature or a change in
phase.

biomass • organic material
from one or more organisms.

wind • the movement of air
from areas of high pressure to
areas of low pressure.

fossil fuels • fuel for human
use that is made from the
remains of ancient biomass.

coal • a combustible,
compact black or dark-brown
carbonaceous rock formed
by the compaction of layers
of partially decomposed
vegetation.
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degrade (energy) • the
transformation of energy
into a form in which it is less
available for doing work, such
as heat.

watt • a unit of power
measuring the rate of energy
conversion or transfer
designated by the International
System of Units as one joule
per second.

chemical reaction • a
process that involves changes
in the structure and energy
content of atoms, molecules,
or ions but not their nuclei.

upfront cost, very high energy densities, and the cost and durability of the
infrastructure built to use fossil fuels.
Energy production and use not only changes across time, but also with
geography, as we will see by looking at energy production and use across the
different regions of the US.

What do different units of energy mean?

Heat is energy, and heat is at the root of all the ways that we move materials or
generate light, so measurements of heat can be thought of as the most basic
way to measure energy. The British Thermal Unit (abbreviated Btu or BTU) is
the most commonly used unit for heat energy and is approximately the amount
of heat required to raise one pound of water by one degree Fahrenheit. A Btu is
also roughly 1055 joules, or the amount of energy released by burning a single
wooden match. A joule is the energy expended (or work done) to apply a force
of one newton over a distance of one meter. Since a typical apple weighs about
one newton, lifting an apple one meter requires about a joule of energy. That
means that one Btu—the energy contained in a wooden match—is equivalent
to the total amount of energy required to lift an apple 1000 meters, or one
kilometer.
This comparison of the energy of heat to the energy of motion (kinetic energy)
might be a little confusing, but energy is transformed from one type to another
all the time in our energy system. This is perhaps most obvious with electricity,
where electrical energy is transformed into light, heat, or motion at the flip of a
switch. Those processes can also be reversed—light, heat, and motion can all
be transformed into electricity.
The machines that make those
The principle of Conservation
transitions in either direction
of Energy tells us that energy is
are always imperfect, so energy
neither created nor destroyed,
always degrades into heat
but can be altered from one
when it is transformed from one
form to another.
form to another.
Another measure of energy, the kilowatt-hour (kWh), represents the amount
of energy required to light ten 100-watt light bulbs for one hour. Figure 7.1
compares different ways to make and use one kWh.

How do we look at energy in the Earth system?

The concepts used to understand energy in the Earth system are fundamental
to all disciplines of science; energy is an interdisciplinary topic. One cannot
study physics or understand biomes, photosynthesis, fire, evolution,
seismology, chemical reactions, or genetics without considering energy. In
the US, every successive generation has enjoyed the luxury of more advanced
technology (e.g., the ability to travel more frequently, more quickly, and over
greater distances), and we require more and more energy to maintain these
new lifestyles and to power new technologies.
Figure 7.2 shows the sources and uses of energy in the US, by sector. The
Energy Information Administration (EIA) categorizes energy as coming from one
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Figure 7.1: Examples of uses and sources of 1 kilowatt-hour.

Figure 7.2. US energy production sources and use sectors for 2011. Petroleum provides more
energy than any other source, and most of it is used for transportation. More energy is used to
generate electricity than for any other use, and electricity is generated by all five energy sources.
Nuclear is unique among sources in that all of the energy it generates goes to a single sector:
electric generation.
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petroleum • a naturally
occurring, flammable liquid
found in geologic formations
beneath the Earth’s surface.

renewable energy • energy
obtained from sources that are
virtually inexhaustible (defined
in terms of comparison to
the lifetime of the Sun) and
replenish naturally over small
time scales relative to human
life spans.

nuclear • a reaction, as in
fission, fusion, or radioactive
decay, that alters the energy,
composition, or structure of an
atomic nucleus.
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of five sources (petroleum, natural gas, coal, renewable energy, and nuclear
electric power) and being used in one of four energy sectors (transportation,
industrial, residential & commercial, and electric power). All of the energy that
powers our society comes from one of these five sources and is used in one of
these four sectors.
The more we come to understand the Earth system, the more we realize that
there is a finite amount of consumable energy, and that harvesting certain
resources for use in energy consumption may have wide ranging and permanent
effects on the planet’s life. Understanding energy within the Earth system is the
first step to making informed decisions about energy transitions.

Becoming “Energy Literate”

Energy is neither lost nor gained within the universe, but rather is constantly
flowing through the Earth system. In order to fully understand energy in our
daily lives—and make informed decisions—we need to understand energy
in the context of that system.
Becoming
energy
literate
Energy
Literacy:
Energy
gives us the tools to apply
Principles and Fundamental
this understanding to solving
Concepts for Energy Educaproblems
and
answering
tion is a publication of the US
questions. The Seven Principles
Department of Energy. It can
of Energy, as detailed in Energy
be accessed for free online;
Literacy: Energy Principles
see Resources for more
and Fundamental Concepts
for Energy Education are as
information.
follows:
1

Energy is a physical quantity that follows precise natural
laws

2

Physical processes on Earth are the result of energy flow
through the Earth system.

3

Biological processes depend on energy flow through the
Earth system.

4

Various sources of energy can be used to power human
activities, and often this energy must be transferred from
source to destination.

5

Energy decisions are influenced by economic, political,
environmental, and social factors.

6

The amount of energy used by human society depends on
many factors.

7

The quality of life of individuals and societies is affected by
energy choices.

Energy
Each principle is defined by a set of fundamental concepts that can help clarify
ties to curriculum. Keeping these energy principles in mind when we teach
others about energy can help us contextualize and make relevant our own
energy consumption and its effect on the Earth system.

Energy in the South Central Regions
The South Central contains widespread energy resources (fossil fuels), most
notably oil and natural gas (Figure 7.3) and coal (Figure 7.4). Many of these
resources were generated in the Paleozoic by the advance of inland seas
and subsequent deposition of marine detritus. As a result, nearly all of the
energy produced and consumed in the South Central is derived from fossil fuel
resources. Of the South Central states, Missouri alone produces more energy
from “clean” sources (including biomass, nuclear, and renewables) than it does
from fossil fuels; however, its energy consumption is dominated by coal, with
more than 80% of the state’s power generated from that source.

7
Regions
Paleozoic • a geologic time
interval that extends from 541
to 252 million years ago.

inland sea • a shallow sea
covering the central area of
a continent during periods of
high sea level.

Figure 7.3: Areas of oil and gas production in the South Central states of the US.
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sedimentary rock •
rock formed through the
accumulation and consolidation of grains of broken rock,
crystals, skeletal fragments,
and organic matter.

permeability • a capacity for
fluids and gas to move through
fractures within a rock, or the
spaces between its grains.

caprock • a harder, more
resistant rock type that
overlies a softer, less resistant
rock.

Figure 7.4: Areas of significant coal resources in the South Central states of the US.

Energy in the Central Lowland
Region 1

Ancient sedimentation patterns and tectonic activity have favored the placement
of widespread fossil fuel resources in this region. Organic-rich sediments were
deposited in Paleozoic inland seas that spread across much of the region.
Parts of the Central Lowland also favor the production of wind energy.

Conventional Oil and Gas

The Central Lowland is home to several basins with thick sections of late
Paleozoic fossil fuel-bearing deposits, including the Forest City and Cherokee
Basins in Kansas, the Arkoma and Anadarko Basins in Oklahoma, and the
Fort Worth Basin in northern Texas (Figure 7.5). It is possible to make sense
of why we find petroleum and natural gas in these areas by understanding
the history of marine environments. Mud with relatively high organic matter
content tends to accumulate in shallow continental seas and in coastal marine
environments, especially beyond the mouths of large rivers. The South Central
has long been home to both of these environments—when organic matter
218
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Fossil Fuels
Fossil fuels—oil, natural gas, and coal—are made of the
preserved organic remains of ancient organisms. Coal
and lignite result from the burial, compaction, and heating
of preserved plant matter, whereas petroleum and natural
gas originate deep underground through a slow process
involving the low-grade heating of sedimentary source
rocks that contain an abundance of organic matter. In
either case, organic matter only preserves when the
rate of accumulation is higher than the rate of decay.
This happens most often when the oxygen supply is
sufficiently low that oxygen-loving bacteria cannot thrive,
greatly slowing breakdown of organic matter. In this way,
the organic matter can be incorporated into the buried
sediment. The organics are compacted and heated with
the rest of the rock, eventually transforming into fossil
fuels.
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anticline • a layer of rock
folded (bent) along an axis,
concave side down (i.e., in an
upside down “u” or “v” shape).

fault • a fracture in the Earth’s
crust in which the rock on one
side of the fracture moves
measurably in relation to the
rock on the other side.

salt dome • a largely
subsurface geologic structure,
consisting of a vertical cylinder
of salt embedded in horizontal
or inclined sedimentary strata.

The history of surface environments, evolution of life, and
geologic processes beneath the surface have all influenced
where fossil fuel deposits formed and accumulated. The
largest oil and gas reserves were at one time nutrient-rich
seas with abundant surface phytoplankton and organicrich bottom sediments; the largest coal beds were swampy
environments where fallen forest trees and leaves were
buried in stagnant muds.

originally accumulated on sedimentary deposits in these basins, they were
situated along the southern part of the continent, covered by a shallow sea.
Conventionally, finding oil and gas has not been as simple as finding organic-rich
rock layers. Oil and gas can flow both within and between rock layers, wherever
the number and size of paths between pores, fractures, and other spaces
(permeability) is large enough. Because oil and gas are under pressure, they
will move gradually upward to areas of lower pressure and will rise all the way
to seeps at the surface unless they are blocked by a caprock—that is, one or
more layers with permeability so low that they effectively block the flow of liquids
and gases. If the fossil fuel happens to rise beneath a caprock in the shape of
a concave surface (such as an anticline, certain faults, or a salt dome), the
fossil fuels may accumulate in what geologists call a “reservoir.” Reservoirs are
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sandstone • sedimentary
rock formed by cementing
together grains of sand.

carbonate rocks • rocks
formed by accumulation of
calcium carbonate, often made
of the skeletons of aquatic
organisms.

Pennsylvanian • a subperiod
of the Carboniferous, spanning
from 323 to 299 million years
ago.

shale • a dark, fine-grained,
laminated sedimentary rock
formed by the compression of
successive layers of silt- and
clay-rich sediment.

Figure 7.5: Sedimentary basins containing significant fossil fuel accumulations, and the area of
these basins covered by shale formations in which horizontal drilling and hydraulic fracturing are
used.

typically found in porous sedimentary layers and thin natural fractures. Most oil
and gas has been extracted using the “conventional” technique of seeking such
reservoirs and drilling into them, allowing the gas or oil to come to the surface
through a vertical well.
Reservoir rocks in the Central Lowland include both sandstones and carbonate
rocks. In this area, many reservoir rocks can be accessed through one well
due to the large thicknesses of sedimentary rocks in the many depositional
basins. A number of the reservoirs are Pennsylvanian in age, often covering
thousands of meters of sandstone and shale.
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Oil and Gas
Oil and gas form from organic matter in the pores of
sediments subjected to heat and pressure. The organic
matter is primarily composed of photosynthetic plankton
that die and sink to the bottom of large water bodies in vast
numbers. Shale in particular is often organic rich, because
organic matter settles and accumulates in the same
places that mud (clay and silt particles) settles out of the
water. In most environments, organic matter is recycled
by bacteria before it can be buried, but the quiet waters
where mud accumulates are often relatively stagnant and
low in oxygen. In these places, the bacterial decay rate is
low relative to the rate of organic matter sinking and to
the rate that the organic matter becomes buried in muddy
sediments. Under such conditions, organic matter may
accumulate enough to make up several percent or more
of the deposited sediment.

7
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clay • the common name for
a number of very fine-grained,
earthy materials that become
plastic (flow or change shape)
when wet.

silt • fine granular sediment
most commonly composed of
quartz and feldspar crystals.

fault • a fracture in the Earth’s
crust in which the rock on one
side of the fracture moves
measurably in relation to the
rock on the other side.

Because oil and gas are under pressure, they will move
gradually upward to areas of lower pressure through tiny
connections between pore spaces and natural fractures in
the rocks. Reservoir rocks typically have a considerable
amount of pore space, and to be viable there must be a
way of trapping the oil and gas, such as through a geologic
structure or a change in rock type that will prevent the
resource from escaping. Often, natural gas and oil are
trapped below the surface under impermeable layers that
do not have sufficient spaces for liquids and gases to
travel through. Folds or “arches” in impermeable layers,
or faults in rock layers, are common ways of trapping oil
and gas below the surface.
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sand • rock material in the
form of loose, rounded, or
angular grains, and formed as
a result of the weathering and
decomposition of rocks.

Mississippian • a subperiod
of the Carboniferous, spanning
from 359 to 323 million years
ago.

Devonian • a geologic time
period spanning from 419 to
359 million years ago.

delta • a typically wedgeshaped deposit formed as
sediment is eroded from
mountains and transported
by streams across lower
elevations.

stratigraphy • the branch of
geology specifically concerned
with the arrangement and age
of rock units.

Energy
Shale Gas

Some impermeable, or “tight,” layers contain oil and gas that has never
escaped. Since the early 2000s, horizontal drilling has been combined with a
method to fracture rocks beneath the surface, releasing gas and oil trapped in
source rocks that have very low permeability. This method uses high volumes
of water introduced at high pressure through horizontal wells along the source
rock layer, to create thousands of tiny fractures (Figure 7.6). Most horizontal
wells are drilled where the shale is about 100–150 meters (330–490 feet) thick.
The fractures are held open by small grains of sand carried by gel in the water,
increasing its viscosity. A number of chemicals are added to the water to increase
the recovery of fossil fuels, including a chemical to reduce friction as the mixture
is introduced (thus the term “slickwater”). “Slickwater, high-volume hydraulic
fracturing”—often shortened to “hydraulic fracturing” or simply “fracking”—
has greatly increased the
accessibility of available
See Chapter 10: Earth Hazards to
fossil fuel resources and the
learn about the recent increase
production rate of oil and gas.
in Oklahoma’s earthquakes,
It has also been controversial,
linked to destabilization related
in part because of associated
to hydraulic fracturing.
environmental impacts.
The Fort Worth Basin is best known today for the Barnett Shale, an organicrich shale that made international news when horizontal drilling and hydraulic
fracturing were first used together to extract natural gas directly from layers in
which the gas formed and was still trapped. Like other such shale gas layers,
the Barnett Shale was originally mud that accumulated on a poorly oxygenated
ocean bottom, in this case during the Mississippian period. The Barnett Shale
extends to the southwest into the Permian Basin, part of the Great Plains
region.
Another “tight shale” in the news is the Woodford Shale, which is mostly late
Devonian and partly early Mississippian in age. The most productive geological
units are found in the Arkoma
Basin of southeast Oklahoma,
See Chapter 3: Fossils for more
but they do extend west into
on the swamps and forests of
the Anadarko Basin.

the Carboniferous period.

Coal

The Central Lowland is also known for its coal deposits (see Figure 7.4).
Coastal deltaic swamps and
Paleozoic forests provided
Unless rock layers are overplant matter that, upon
turned, older rocks are found
submergence and burial,
at the bottom and younger
eventually produced deposits
rocks are found at the top of a
of coal. These deposits are
sedimentary sequence. This is
found in Pennsylvanianknown as the Law of Superposiage
rocks
which
are
tion.
stratigraphically
above
(and thus younger than) the
Barnett Shale.
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bituminous coal • a relatively
soft coal containing a tarlike
substance called bitumen,
which is usually formed as
a result of high pressure on
lignite.

cyclothem • alternating
sequences of marine and
non-marine sedimentary
rocks, usually including coal,
characterized by their light and
dark colors.

Figure 7.6: Oil wells (not to scale). A) A conventional vertical well. B) An unconventional horizontal
well. Hydraulic fracturing may be carried out along horizontal wells running for a mile or more
along layers with oil or gas trapped in pore spaces.

Bituminous coal in the Central Lowland was mined heavily, especially in the
early 1900s, and mostly from relatively thin Pennsylvanian-age beds (“seams”)
near the surface. Bituminous coal deposits of a similar age are mined to the
north in the Midcontinent Basin, sometimes known as the “Western Interior Coal
Region,” which covers parts of eastern Oklahoma and Kansas and western
Missouri (as well as the tip of eastern Nebraska and southern Iowa). These thin
coal seams are deposited in cycles of marine and terrestrial sediments known
as cyclothems (Figure 7.7). Such thin, shallow coal seams were excavated
using electrically-powered mining shovels to scoop enormous quantities of
fragmented rock and overburden. West Mineral, a town in southeasternmost
Kansas, is home to Big Brutus (Figure 7.8), a 49-meter-tall (160-foot-tall) giant
stripping shovel designed to dig coal from depths of 6 to 21 meters (20 to 69
feet). Although it is not the largest such shovel ever built, it was the second
largest of its kind in operation during the 1960s and 70s.
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Coal
As leaves and wood are buried more and more deeply,
pressure on them builds from overlying sediments,
squeezing and compressing them into coal. The coal
becomes gradually more enriched in carbon as water
and other components are squeezed out: peat becomes
lignite, bituminous, and eventually anthracite coal, which
contains up to 95% carbon. Anthracite has the fewest
pollutants of the four types of coal, because it has the
highest amount of pure carbon. By the time a peat bed
has been turned into a layer of anthracite, the layer is onetenth its original thickness.
The Carboniferous period takes its name from the carbon
in coal. A remarkable amount of today’s coal formed from
the plants of the Carboniferous, which included thick
forests of trees with woody vascular tissues.
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Figure 7.7: An example of a cyclothem: alternating sequences
of marine and non-marine sedimentary rocks, characterized
by their light and dark colors.

Figure 7.8: Big Brutus, a 49-meter-tall (160-foot-tall) giant stripping shovel used in the 1960s and
70s to mine coal in southeastern Kansas. Today, it has been preserved as a national landmark,
and is the largest electric shovel still in existence. Inset shows people standing next to rear treads,
for scale.
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helium • a gaseous chemical
element (He), which is the
second most abundant and
second lightest element in the
universe.

Energy
The southernmost coal-bearing units in the Central Lowland are found in the
Arkoma Basin, covering parts of Arkansas and Oklahoma. These are known
especially for “coalbed methane”—natural gas extracted from subsurface coal
deposits several hundred meters below the surface. An additional byproduct
of natural gas extraction is the recovery of large quantities of helium gas at
processing plants in Texas and Kansas.

Energy Production

In addition to the infrastructure associated with the extraction of fossil fuel
resources, oil refineries, coal, and natural gas plants dot the Central Lowland
from Missouri through Texas. Wind in the southwest part of the region, along
the boundary with the Great Plains, also plays a role in local energy production
(see Figure 7.19).
The only major nuclear power plant in the region is the Callaway Nuclear
Generating Station in Auxvasse Township in Missouri (Figure 7.9). This plant,
which began operating in 1984, produces about 1300 MW—9% of the state’s
energy consumption. In 2012, the plant entered a proposal to build a second
tower, which would more than double its capacity.

Figure 7.9: The containment building and cooling tower of Callaway Nuclear Generating Station
near Fulton, Missouri.
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Energy in the Interior Highlands
Region 2

Precipitation and the relatively high topographic area associated with the Ozark
Uplift provide the region with great potential for hydroelectric power (Figure 7.10),
which uses the gravitational force of falling or rushing water to rotate turbines
that convert the water’s force into energy. More than 30 small- to medium-sized
hydroelectric plants (from less than 2 to almost 400 megawatts) are distributed
along the Arkansas, White, and Buffalo rivers in Arkansas, eastern Oklahoma,
and southern Missouri (Figure 7.11). Almost all of these power plants are located
within the Ozark Plateau. One exception is Arkansas Electric Coop’s 35 MW
capacity Dam 2, which sits near the confluence of the Arkansas and Mississippi
rivers. There are also three pumped storage facilities within the region, where
water is pumped uphill into
reservoirs in times of excess
See Chapter 4: Topography
production, essentially acting
for more information about
as batteries. These are larger
in capacity than most of the
the landscape of the Interior
power plants, ranging from
Highlands.
186 MW to 440 MW.

7
Region 2
topography • the landscape
of an area, including the
presence or absence of hills
and the slopes between high
and low areas.

Figure 7.10: Hydroelectric power plants in the South Central US.

Even though the Interior Highlands produces the most hydroelectricity of all
regions in the South Central, the power generated by these plants pales in
comparison to that produced by the region’s fossil fuel-powered facilities. For
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Regions 2–3
Pangaea • supercontinent,
meaning “all Earth,” which
formed over 250 million years
ago and lasted for almost 100
million years.

Jurassic • the geologic time
period lasting from 201 to 145
million years ago.

Figure 7.11: Bull Shoals hydroelectric dam on the White River in Marion and Baxter Counties,
Arkansas.

example, Arkansas’ largest power plant is the Union Power Partners natural
gas plant, which has a 2020 MW capacity. Overall, coal is the major source of
power for the Interior Highlands, providing the region with over ten times more
electricity than hydropower.
A minor amount of fossil fuel resources exist within the Arkansas Valley.
Natural gas and oil are extracted from sandstones that were deposited in early
Pennsylvanian river systems and deltas. An accumulation of plant remains from
ancient swamps and forests has also yielded coal resources within the basin.
The southern part of the region supports several refineries.

Energy in the Coastal Plain
Region 3

Oil and natural gas resources are abundant in the Coastal Plain and are
produced from reservoir rocks on- and offshore in Texas and Louisiana, as well
as from Pennsylvanian sandstone in southwestern Arkansas and southeastern
Oklahoma. Other fossil fuel resources include lignite and bituminous coal
from Texas and Louisiana. The Coastal Plain also supports a variety of
alternative energy sources, including wind, hydro, biomass, and nuclear power
generation.
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Conventional Oil and Gas

As Pangaea broke apart during the Jurassic, the Gulf of Mexico opened
and began to take shape. In its early stages, the Gulf experienced periods
of restricted marine circulation, during which salt was deposited through
evaporation in flat layers now known as the Louann Salt Formation. These salt
deposits, which now underlie
much of the Coastal Plain,
See Chapter 1: Geologic History
contribute to the character
to learn more about Pangaea.
and size of oil fields under
eastern Texas and Louisiana
(Figure 7.12).

7
Region 3
salt • a mineral composed
primarily of sodium chloride
(NaCl).

erosion • the transport of
weathered materials.

Cretaceous • a geologic time
period spanning from 144 to
66 million years ago.

Paleogene • the geologic
time period extending from 66
to 23 million years ago.

limestone • a sedimentary
rock composed of calcium
carbonate (CaCO3 ).

Figure 7.12: The Louann Salt Formation extends under the surface of the Coastal Plain to the blue
line. The “blobs” are known salt structures where the salt layer has been deformed.

Since the late Jurassic, the Gulf of Mexico has been accumulating thick sediment
deposits, which have been supplemented since that time by sediments eroded
from the Mississippi River watershed in central North America. The Coastal
Plain along Texas and Louisiana was submerged under high sea levels for much
of the late Cretaceous and Paleogene, and it is now the site of thick layers of
limestone, shale, and sandstone. Many late Cretaceous and early Paleogene
shales became source rocks for oil, significant quantities of which have migrated
stratigraphically into the sandstone and porous limestone, ultimately pooling
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gypsum • a soft sulfate
mineral that is widely mined
for its use as fertilizer and as a
constituent of plaster.

dolomite • a carbonate
mineral, consisting of calcium
magnesium carbonate
(CaMg(CO3)2).

Energy
in reservoirs trapped under a variety of impermeable sedimentary deposits
such as gypsum, anhydrite, limestone, and dolomite. Southeastern Texas
and southern Louisiana are together known as the East Texas Oil Field, which
is the second largest oil field in the US outside of Alaska. Oil accumulated
throughout the Coastal Plain in large part because of the region’s underlying
Jurassic salt layers. Salt structures occur in abundance along the Gulf of
Mexico (see Figure 7.12), which explains the geographic distribution of oil and
gas reservoirs―impermeable rocks pushed up by salt domes became caprock
where oil could be trapped.
Gushers, an icon of oil exploration during the late 19th and early 20th centuries,
occurred when highly pressurized reservoirs were breached by simple drilling
techniques. Oil or gas would travel up the borehole at a tremendous speed,
pushing the drill bit out and spewing out into the air. One of the most famous oil
gushers, Lucas Gusher at Spindletop oil field in Beaumont, Texas (Figure 7.13),
is credited with starting the Texas Oil Boom in 1901 that stimulated the growth
of the oil industry (Figure 7.14). At its peak, Lucas Gusher ejected 100,000
barrels of oil per day before it slowed enough to be capped off. Although iconic,
gushers were extremely dangerous and wasteful; as well as spewing thousands
of barrels of oil onto the landscape, they were responsible for the destruction of
life and equipment. The advent of specialized blowout prevention valves in the
1920s enabled workers to prevent gushers and to regain control of blown wells.
Today, this equipment is standard in both on- and offshore oil mining.

Salt Domes
Rock salt (the mineral halite) is solid and impermeable, but
when it is under very high pressure it can flow like a thick
liquid. When a layer of salt is buried under thousands of
feet of overlying sediment, it will start to deform. Because
it is less dense than the rocks above it, it flows upward
toward areas of lower pressure, forming geological
structures named for their shapes (e.g., domes, canopies,
tables, and lenses). Salt domes are extremely common
geologic features along the Gulf Coast, and their origin
lies in the Jurassic, when salt was deposited through
evaporation in flat layers now known as the Louann Salt
Formation. Today, this salt layer is covered by over 6000
meters (20,000 feet) of sedimentary rock, through which
the salt has moved upward with time, forming hundreds
of salt domes.
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Salt Domes (continued)
As salt structures grow, they in turn influence the
topography of the surrounding landscape, creating zones
of uplift, surrounding areas of subsidence, fractures, and
faults. When salt flows upward, it deforms the surrounding
strata, creating gaps in which oil and gas may pool and
be trapped. Oil and gas also accumulate under and along
the salt structures. Salt domes have led to some of the
most prolific oil reservoirs in the Gulf Coast, both on- and
offshore. In addition, due to their inherent impermeability,
the salt domes themselves are often solution-mined (by
pumping water underground to dissolve the salt) to create
caverns that have been used to store petroleum, gas, and
even chemical waste.

uplift • upward movement of
the crust due to compression,
subduction, or mountain
building.

subsidence • the sinking of
an area of the land surface.

)

)

)
)
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Figure 7.13: The Lucas Gusher at
Spindletop in 1901.

Figure 7.14: Oil derricks line a street, once known as “the world’s richest acre,” in downtown
Kilgore, Texas. At the height of the Texas Oil Boom, more than 1100 oil wells operated within city
limits.

Offshore Oil and Gas

Today, oil and gas production associated with Coastal Plain sediments has
moved mostly offshore, into the Gulf of Mexico. Much of this oil and gas formed
and was trapped in similar ways to that onshore, with salt structures leading to
offshore traps (see Figure 7.12). Substantial amounts of sediment were eroded
from the midcontinent into the Gulf of Mexico by way of river drainage systems,
including the ancestral Red, Mississippi, and Sabine rivers. Offshore reservoirs
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How does oil drilling work?
Once an oil trap or reservoir rock has been detected on
land, oil crews excavate a pit around the area where the
well will be drilled. Once the initial hole is prepared, an
apparatus called a drilling rig is set up. The rig is a complex
piece of machinery designed to drill through rock to a
predetermined depth. A typical drilling rig usually contains
generators to power the system, motors and hoists to lift
the rotary drill, and circulation systems to remove rock
from the borehole and lubricate the drill bit with mud. It also
contains high-pressure blowout prevention equipment to
prevent pressurized oil or gas from rising uncontrollably
to the surface after being tapped. The support structure
used to hold the drilling apparatus is called a derrick. In
the early days of oil exploration, drilling rigs were semipermanent structures and derricks were left onsite after
the wells were completed. Today, however, most rigs are
mobile and can be moved from well to well. Once the well
has been drilled to a depth just above the oil reservoir,
a cement casing is poured into the well to structurally
reinforce it. Once the casing is set and sealed, oil is then
allowed to flow into the well, the rig is removed, and
production equipment can be put in place to extract the
oil.
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Paleocene • a geologic time
interval spanning from about
66 to 56 million years ago.

Miocene • a geological time
unit extending from 23 to 5
million years ago.

Eocene • a geologic time
period extending from 56 to 33
million years ago.

weather • the measure
of short-term conditions of
the atmosphere such as
temperature, wind speed, and
humidity.

Offshore drilling follows much the same process as onshore drilling, but utilizes a mobile offshore drilling unit
(MODU) to dig the well. There are several different types
of MODUs, including submersible units that sit on the sea
floor, drilling ships, and specialized rigs that operate from
atop floating barges.

now exist where sandy sediments accumulated, not just on the continental
shelf, but also in deeper submarine fans along the continental slope and even
abyssal plain. Many of the offshore reservoirs are found in thick Paleocene to
Miocene deposits, with Cretaceous and Eocene-age source rocks. Drilling in
the deepest parts of the Gulf is extremely challenging due in part to weather,
harsh environments, and water pressure at depth. This became publicly
apparent during the Deepwater Horizon oil spill event in 2010, when a seafloor
gusher discharged 4.9 million barrels of oil over a period of 87 days before it
was capped (Figure 7.15).
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Figure 7.15: The Deepwater Horizon oil slick on May 24, 2010, four days after the blowout. The
image was taken by NASA’s Terra satellite.

Shale Gas

Like the Barnett Shale in the Central Lowland, the late Jurassic Haynesville
Shale is a source rock that became a major target for hydraulic fracturing in
the mid-2000s. The unit lies greater than 3000 meters (9800 feet) under the
surface in large parts of southwestern Arkansas, northwest Louisiana, and east
Texas, and is about 70–100 meters (230–330 feet) thick. The formation varies
geographically, and includes shale, sandstone, and limestone, but it is the shale
that retains large amounts of natural gas trapped in its pores.
The Haynesville Shale, stratigraphically above and slightly younger than the
Louann Salt Formation, was deposited during the Jurassic as the Gulf of
Mexico continued to expand. At this time, the continental shelf was an oxygenpoor environment with restricted circulation, and black organic-rich shales are
commonly laid down in these low-oxygen environments.
The late Cretaceous Eagle Ford Shale in south Texas is another extremely
productive onshore area for the extraction of both gas and oil through hydraulic
fracturing. The Eagle Ford Shale was deposited along the edge of the continental
shelf in quiet, slightly oxygen-poor conditions. Drilling began in 2008, and within
a few years the area was one of the largest oil and gas producers in the US. The
Eagle Ford is about 20–100 meters (70–230 feet) thick, and it is drilled across a
wide spectrum of depths, from about 1300 to over 4000 meters (4300–13,100+
feet) deep, accounting for the variety of hydrocarbons extracted.
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Coal

Texas produces more lignite than any other state due to the presence of extensive
Eocene-age deposits along the Gulf Coastal Plain, formed from flowering plants
living in marshy environments, brackish lagoons, and between streams near
the Eocene coastline. These deposits also extend across northern Louisiana
and eastern Arkansas, east into Mississippi and Alabama, and north into the
Mississippi Embayment (see Figure 7.4). The coal deposits are relatively
young and have not been deeply buried, thus the coal has not been subjected
to the sort of pressures and temperatures that yield higher-grade coal.

7
Region 3
Mississippi Embayment •
a topographically low-lying
basin in the south-central
United States, stretching from
Illinois to Louisiana.

Fossil Fuel Refining and Distribution

In the southern part of the coastal plain, refineries are king; Texas and Louisiana
are the two largest producers and refiners of crude oil in the nation, and Louisiana
has one of the largest shipping ports for oil in the US. Natural gas also drives
the Coastal Plain; harvest of natural gas and the infrastructure to move this
energy resource throughout the region are extensive, and this allows for natural
gas to be one of the most consumed energies in this region. Louisiana has six
deep-draft ports—including the LOOP (the Louisiana Offshore Oil Port)—that
transfer large quantities of oil and other commercial goods for shipping around
the country, and the world.

solution mining • the
extraction of soluble minerals
from subsurface strata by the
injection of fluids.

Salt domes in the Coastal Plain are also used to store large quantities of oil and
gas. Storage caverns are created by injecting the salt with water to dissolve a
cavity within the salt structure―a process called solution mining (Figure 7.16).
The United States Strategic Petroleum Reserve is one such storage operation,
currently holding 619 million barrels of oil in caverns across four salt domes in
Texas and Louisiana. Other salt dome storage facilities include Clovelly Dome,
which is used to store crude petroleum before it is shipped to refineries, and the
Regas Terminal, which stores 127 million cubic meters (4.5 billion cubic feet) of
natural gas in a cavern larger than the Eiffel Tower.

Alternative Energy

Although the vast majority of energy in the Coastal Plain is derived from fossil
fuels, there is also a variety of alternative and renewable energy production in
the region. The Guadalupe River supports a handful of small hydropower plants,
and a few wind farms are scattered along the southern Gulf Coast, in areas of
favorable wind conditions (see Figure 7.19). The largest of these, Gulf Wind, is
a 283 MW project located in Kenedy County, Texas. The Coastal Plain is also
rich in biomass resources―organic materials burned to generate energy―with
many areas generating up to 200,000 tons of biomass material every year from
forestry, urban waste, and agriculture. A cluster of biomass power plants can be
found near the city of Houston, producing 29 MW of power, enough to provide
around 10% of Houston’s annual electricity demand.
The Coastal Plain also supports a few nuclear power plants. The South Texas
Nuclear Project Electric Generating Station is a 2560 MW nuclear power
station, located along the Colorado River about 140 kilometers (90 miles) from
Houston. There are two nuclear facilities in Louisiana: the Waterford and River
Bend reactors, both located along the Mississippi River.
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Figure 7.16: Solution mining is used to create a storage cavern inside a salt dome.
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Energy in the Great Plains
Region 4

The Great Plains region contains extensive oil and gas resources, specifically
from the Hugoton-Panoma gas fields across the northern end of the region and
the Permian Basin in Texas. Wind energy is also a major component of power
generation in the Great Plains, and some of the largest wind farms in the world
are located here.

Oil and Gas

At its southern end in Texas, the Great Plains region contains the Permian Basin,
which extends beneath an area approximately 400 kilometers (250 miles) wide
and 480 kilometers (300 miles) long (see Figure 7.5). During the Permian,
western Texas was covered by an inland sea that featured an ecologically
diverse reef system of sponges, algae, bryozoans, and brachiopods. The
basin’s reservoir rocks are formed from an extensive, porous framework of
preserved limestone and dolostone reefs, formed in a shallow marine setting
when the basin was isolated from the accumulation of weathered sediments.
Organic-rich shales laid down below, around, and within these reef complexes
are the source rocks for the petroleum in the basin. Reservoirs in the Permian
Basin have been tapped for oil since the early 20th century (Figure 7.17).
Conventional drilling in the Permian Basin had been declining for several
decades before hydraulic fracturing was introduced in the late 2000s, restoring
the Permian Basin as one of the top US oil producing basins.

7
Region 4
Permian • the geologic time
period lasting from 299 to 252
million years ago.

reef • a feature lying beneath
the surface of the water,
which is a buildup of sediment
or other material built by
organisms, and which has
positive relief from the sea
floor.

dolostone • a rock primarily
composed of dolomite, a
carbonate mineral.

weathering • the breakdown
of rocks by physical or
chemical means.

Figure 7.17: An oil pumpjack near Electra, Texas. Pumpjacks are part of piston pumps used to lift
liquid out of oil wells lacking enough internal pressure to push oil to the surface unaided.
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fuel • a material substance
that possesses internal energy
that can be transferred to the
surroundings for specific uses.

Energy
The Hugoton-Panoma gas field, with reservoir rocks including Pennsylvanian
and Permian sandstone, limestone, and dolomite, covers 22,000 square
kilometers (8500 square miles) across southwestern Kansas, the panhandle
of Oklahoma, and northwest Texas (Figure 7.18). Discovered in 1918, it is an
extensive natural gas field from which fuel was extracted in large quantities
through conventional drilling from the 1930s onward. It was one of the most
productive gas fields in the world at its peak in the 1960s and 1970s, producing
19.4 million cubic meters (684.9 million cubic feet) of gas in 1968. The total

Figure 7.18: Extent of the Hugoton-Panoma gas field.

amount of gas produced is estimated to be 693.8 million cubic meters (24.5 trillion
cubic feet) with reserves estimated at 792.9 million cubic meters (28 trillion cubic
feet). Unconventional drilling in shale gas units, however, has overtaken the
prominence of the Hugoton field. By 2011, production had dropped to 3.7 million
cubic meters (129.4 million cubic feet). Hugoton also happens to have long been
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one of the world’s primary
sources of helium, which has
recently become the primary
drilling target there.

See Chapter 5: Mineral Resources to learn more about the
extraction of helium.
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Wind Farms

In Texas, oil and gas may be king, but in the low, flat land of the Great Plains, wind
energy is fast becoming a major component of energy production. The South
Central currently has the highest wind energy capacity in the US, primarily due
to wind farms in western and central Texas (but also in parts of the panhandle of
Oklahoma, and southwest Kansas). There are more than 50 major wind energy
power plants in this area, with proposals for even more plants to come online.
The area’s largest wind farms, some among the world’s largest, are located
just south of where the Great Plains region borders the Central Lowland (e.g.,
in the counties of Nolan, Tyler, Sterling, and Coke) (Figures 7.19 and 7.20).
In these areas, wind speed is relatively high and the population is relatively
sparse, making broad-scale wind farms more practical than in some other parts
of the country. Because of challenges in transmitting large amounts of electrical
energy, however, most of this energy is used locally.

Figure 7.19: Wind speeds in the South Central US. Locations of the largest wind farms are marked
in green. Smaller wind farms, not indicated, are much more broadly distributed.
(See TFG website for full-color version.)
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Figure 7.20: The Roscoe Wind Farm in Roscoe, Texas, has 634 wind turbines and a total capacity
of 781.5 MW, making it the sixth largest wind farm in the world and the third largest in the US.

Energy in the Basin and Range
Region 5

Bordered by the Rio Grande and the Davis and Glass mountain regions, this
region is sparsely populated, and it has very little resource development. Some
natural gas is extracted from older Paleozoic rocks near the Pecos River, and two
small wind farms produce energy in the Sacramento and Hueco Mountains.

Energy Facts by State
Because of many local laws and guidelines, energy production and use is highly
dictated by each state government. Below is a state-by-state assessment of
energy production and use in the South Central US (from http://www.eia.gov/
state/).
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Arkansas
▪

Marketed natural gas production in Arkansas more than doubled
from 2008 to 2012; in 2012 it accounted for 4.1% of US marketed
production.

▪

Arkansas, the top rice-producing state as of 2013, typically experiences
an increase in natural gas consumption in the industrial sector
(including agriculture) in the fall when natural gas is used to dry rice
after harvest.

▪

Coal-fired electric power plants in Arkansas supplied 53% of the
state’s electricity in 2013 and relied on coal deliveries via railcar from
Wyoming.

▪

Independent power producers provided over 21% of net electricity
generation in Arkansas in 2013.

▪

Biomass supplied all of Arkansas’ non-hydroelectric renewable energy
resources for electricity generation in 2013.

7
State Facts

Arkansas Energy Consumption Estimates, 2012
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Kansas
▪

The Hugoton Gas Area, which contains one of the top-producing natural
gas fields in the US, is found in southwestern Kansas, as well as in
parts of the Texas and Oklahoma panhandles.

▪

The Mid-Continent Center, located in south central Kansas, is a key
natural gas supply hub that takes production from several states in the
region and pipes it east toward major consumption markets.

▪

In 2013, Kansas ranked tenth in crude oil production among the 50
states, excluding federal offshore areas.

▪

Electric utilities in Kansas provided 82% of the state’s net electricity
generation in 2013; 61% of net electricity generation came from coalfired electric power plants.

▪

In 2013, 19% of net electricity generation in Kansas came from wind
energy.

Kansas Energy Consumption Estimates, 2012
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Louisiana
▪

The Henry Hub in Erath, Louisiana is the interconnect for nine interstate
and four intrastate pipelines that provide access to major markets
throughout the country. Henry Hub is used as the pricing point for
natural gas futures trading on the New York Mercantile Exchange.

▪

The Louisiana Offshore Oil Port (LOOP) is the only port in the United
States capable of offloading deep-draft tankers.

▪

The US Strategic Petroleum Reserve’s two Louisiana facilities consist
of 29 salt caverns capable of holding almost 300 million barrels of crude
oil.

▪

In 2012, Louisiana ranked third among all states in total energy
consumption per capita, primarily because of heavy use in the industrial
sector, which includes many refineries and petrochemical plants.

▪

With 19 operating refineries, Louisiana was second only to Texas as of
January 2014 in both total and operating refinery capacity.
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Louisiana Energy Consumption Estimates, 2012
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Missouri
▪

Missouri was the first state west of the Mississippi River to produce coal
in commercial quantities.

▪

The Rockies Express (REX) is a 107-centimeter, 2702-kilometer (42inch, 1679-mile) natural gas pipeline stretching from Colorado to Ohio.
The REX West portion of the system passes near Kansas City before
terminating in northeast Missouri.

▪

Nine out of ten Missouri households use a central air conditioning
system.

▪

In 2013, coal supplied 83% of Missouri’s net electricity generation.

▪

Missouri has one nuclear power plant, Callaway Nuclear Generating
Station, which contributed 9% of the state’s net electricity generation in
2013.

▪

Renewable energy resources accounted for nearly 3% of Missouri’s
net electricity generation in 2013; most of that generation came from
conventional hydroelectric power and wind.
Missouri Energy Consumption Estimates, 2012
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Oklahoma
▪

Cushing, Oklahoma is where prices are settled for the New York
Mercantile Exchange’s benchmark West Texas Intermediate (WTI)
crude oil futures. WTI is a grade of crude oil produced in Texas and
southern Oklahoma.

▪

Excluding Federal offshore areas, Oklahoma ranked fifth in crude oil
production in the nation in 2013.

▪

Oklahoma is one of the top natural gas-producing states in the nation,
accounting for 7.1% of US gross production and 8.4% of marketed
production in 2013.

▪

Oklahoma had five operating petroleum refineries with a combined daily
capacity of over 500,000 barrels per day (3% of the total US operating
distillation capacity) as of January 2014.

▪

In 2013, Oklahoma ranked fourth in net electricity generation from wind,
which provided almost 15% of the state’s net generation.
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Oklahoma Energy Consumption Estimates, 2012
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Texas
▪

Texas was the leading crude oil-producing state in the nation in 2013,
and it exceeded production levels even from the federal offshore
areas.

▪

Texas accounted for 29% of US marketed natural gas production in
2013, making it the leading natural gas producer among the states.

▪

As of January 2014, Texas’s 27 petroleum refineries had a capacity of
over 5.1 million barrels of crude oil per day, accounting for 29% of total
US refining capacity.

▪

Texas leads the nation in wind-powered generation capacity with
over 12,000 megawatts. In 2013, Texas generated almost 36 million
megawatt hours of electricity from wind energy.

▪

West Texas Intermediate (WTI), a grade of crude oil produced in Texas
and southern Oklahoma, is traded in the domestic spot market at
Cushing, Oklahoma, where it serves as a benchmark for oil pricing.

▪

The average annual electricity cost per Texas household is $1801,
among the highest in the nation; the cost is similar to other warm weather
states like Florida, according to EIA’s Residential Energy Consumption
Survey.
Texas Energy Consumption Estimates, 2012
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Energy and Climate Change
The Future of Energy in the US

Americans have come to rely on a diverse and abundant energy system, one
that provides a continuous supply of energy with few interruptions. However,
climate change is projected to play a big part in altering our supply, production,
and demand for energy. Increases in temperatures will see an increase in energy
for cooling, while projected increases in the occurrence of hurricanes, floods,
tornados, and other extreme weather events will continue to have a significant
effect on the infrastructure of power grids and energy delivery systems. Drought
and water shortages are already affecting energy production and supply. For
example, in the Northeast, mild winter temperatures prior to the winter of
2013–2014 had decreased energy demands for heat, but they did not fully
offset increased demands for
cooling, and the regionally
See Chapter 9: Climate for
harsher winter of 2013–2014
more information about climate
saw increased demands for
change in the South Central
heating fuels. These types
states.
of disruptions affect us
both locally and nationally,
See Chapter 10: Earth Hazards
are diverse in nature, and
will require equally diverse
to learn more about extreme
solutions.
weather events.
Energy is a commodity, and supply and demand around the world will also affect
the US energy system. As the global population grows, and industrialization of
the world continues, demand for energy will increase even further as resources
are depleted. These factors can significantly affect US energy costs through
competition for imported and exported energy products. Mediation of our energy
production could have a huge positive impact on climate change. Unfortunately,
there is no energy production system or source currently available that is truly
sustainable. All forms of energy have negative impacts on the environment, as
do many of the ways in which we use them.
Until we have a sustainable means of producing and delivering energy, we need
to consider which means of energy production and transport make the least
impact; we are faced with a sort of “energy triage.” The answer to this problem
will be multifaceted, depending in large part on which energy resources and
delivery methods are available in each part of the US. The sources of energy
that provide the least impact for the best price for people living in the South
Central are probably not the same as those for people living in other areas,
such as the Southwest or Northeast.
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climate change • See global
warming: the current increase
in the average temperature
worldwide, caused by the
buildup of greenhouse gases
in the atmosphere.

hurricane • a rapidly rotating
storm system with heavy
winds, a low-pressure center,
and a spiral arrangement of
thunderstorms.

tornado • a vertical funnelshaped storm with a visible
horizontal rotation.

commodity • a good for
which there is demand, but
which is treated as equivalent
across all markets, no matter
who produces it.

sustainable • able to be
maintained at a steady level
without exhausting natural
resources or causing severe
ecological damage, as in a
behavior or practice.

Adaptation—changing our habits of energy use and delivery—can also make
it easier for our existing energy infrastructure to adjust to the needs brought
on by climate change. Investing in adaptation can pay off in the short term
by reducing risks and vulnerabilities, thus minimizing future risks. Increasing
sustainable energy practices (including harvesting and production) and
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improving infrastructure and delivery methods can go a long way toward not
only decreasing the effects of climate change, but also our energy security.

efficiency • the use of a
relatively small amount of
energy for a given task,
purpose, or service; achieving
a specific output with less
energy input.

Some of these changes are grounded in the development of new technologies
for energy production and energy efficiency; others may be related to changes
in behavior. These changes in technology and behavior may go hand in hand;
roughly 2% of electricity production now goes to data centers, for example—a
use that did not exist in 1985. Additionally, the Internet is rapidly changing other
ways we use energy, allowing us to telecommute and changing the way we
shop.
In closing, some key points to keep in mind regarding the future of energy are:
1. Extreme weather events are affecting energy production and
delivery facilities, causing supply disruptions of varying lengths and
magnitudes and affecting other infrastructure that depends on energy
supply. The frequency and intensity of extreme weather events are
expected to increase.
2. Higher summer temperatures are likely to increase electricity use,
causing higher summer peak loads, while warmer winters are likely
to decrease energy demands for heating. Net energy use is projected
to increase as rising demands for cooling outpace declining heating
energy demands.
3. Both episodic and long-lasting changes in water availability will
constrain different forms of energy production.
4. In the longer term, sea level rise will affect the coastal facilities
and infrastructure on which many energy systems, markets, and
consumers depend.
5. As we invest in new energy technologies, future energy systems will
differ from the present in uncertain ways. Depending on the way in
which our energy system changes, climate change will introduce both
new risks and new opportunities.
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